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Abstract 
 
In this thesis I use a predictive modelling framework to explore the use of space at 
nineteenth and early twentieth century Australian sawmills. Sawmills were a key 
component of early European settlement in heavily forested areas and are often 
associated with the development of significant infrastructure, such as roads and rail and 
sea transport networks. Despite their importance and potential for enhancing our 
understanding of early European communities, few studies have been undertaken on 
historical sawmills in Australia, particularly in relation to spatial organisation on a 
comparative level.   
 
A dataset of 20 nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills was analysed  and 
sawmills were found to fall into one of four main types ranging from small scale 
temporary establishments (Type A) to large, permanent sawmills with multi-faceted 
settlements and permanent infrastructure and support services (Type D). Analysis also 
revealed that sawmill features were spatially organised into industrial, intermediate and 
domestic zones. 
 
The model is applied to a case study, the Mill Point sawmill in southeast Queensland and 
results suggest a general validity of the predictive model and point to directions for 
further refinement and development. The study has implications for future studies of 
early industrial enterprises in Australia. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Understanding the various ways through which humans use space is a concept integral 
to the discipline of archaeology.  Studying the spatial relationships between 
archaeological features within and between sites is a valuable tool for enhancing our 
understanding of how people shape, create and attribute meaning to space. An 
examination of the layout and design of nineteenth and early twentieth century 
Australian sawmills illuminates the different ways in which features of these sites are 
spatially distributed. This analysis provides a basis from which to develop an 
understanding of how sawmill sites were used and what life was like for the 
individuals, families and communities that were so intricately bound to them.  A 
predictive modelling framework provides the basis for exploring these spatial 
relationships and enhancing our understanding of their impact on the social world of 
these sawmills. 
 
Sawmills developed throughout Australia in the early nineteenth century and thrived 
for approximately a century before a gradual decline in the 1930s and 1940s (Davies 
2001:11).  Sawmills were built in a variety of locations to suit a number of different 
circumstances.  In some cases sawmills were built close to existing towns, enabling 
mill workers to live in town and travel to work each day.  In others, the remote 
location of the mill meant that a settlement had to be built around the mill, as there 
were no nearby towns to supply or accommodate workers or to provide resources for 
the mill.  One such sawmill was Mill Point in southeast Queensland, which has been 
described as “a little republic in everything else but name” (Brisbane Courier, 8 April 
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1886). This sawmill will be thoroughly examined as a case study in this thesis.  Not 
only did the development of the timber industry in Australia result in the operation of 
thousands of sawmills, it was also responsible for the development of key resources 
and infrastructure throughout the country, such as new transport and communication 
networks including wharves, tramways and roads.  In cases where entirely new 
communities developed around sawmills, new facilities such as schools, shops, 
community halls, housing and recreational facilitates were also installed to sustain the 
needs of the mill, the workers and their families.  
 
Problem Outline and Research Aims 
Given the wide variety of mills operating in Australia in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, their physical layout has the potential to provide insight into the 
social structures operating within these communities.  The research conducted for this 
thesis is designed to explore this relationship through addressing the research 
question: How is the use of space reflected in the physical layout of nineteenth and 
early twentieth century sawmills? 
 
The broadest aim of this research is to develop an understanding of how space was 
used within nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills and what implications 
this use of space has for the ways in which archaeologists interpret these sites.  The 
Mill Point Archaeological Project (MPAP) currently being undertaken by the 
University of Queensland and the Queensland Environmental Protection Agency will 
be used as a case study to test models relating to the layout and design of sawmills in 
Australia.   
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The specific aims of this research are to: 
 
• Describe spatial relationships of structural features within and between 
nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills in Australia. 
• Develop a predictive model for the use of space in nineteenth and early 
twentieth century sawmills in Australia. 
• Apply the predictive model to the Mill Point case study. 
• Investigate how the results of applying the predictive model to Mill Point aid 
in the development of future research directions for the project. 
• Use the insights into the spatial organisation of nineteenth and early twentieth 
century sawmills to begin to develop an understanding about the lives of the 
people who worked at the sites. 
 
Rationale 
There is a great deal of interest in historic sawmills throughout Australia, with most of 
the literature emphasising the industrial and technological elements of their operation 
(e.g. Houghton 1975; Vines 1985). The greatest published source of information on 
sawmills in Australia derives from research conducted by the Light Railways 
Research Society of Australia, which focuses on the complex tramway systems often 
associated with nineteenth and twentieth century sawmills (e.g. Houghton 1975, 1980, 
1995; Kerr and Kerr 1976, 1989). This research often provides important information 
on the history of the sawmills, their owners and their operators. The research question 
being addressed in this thesis was chosen to redress a lack of academic research 
undertaken on sawmills of this era.  Honours and PhD theses have been produced on 
specific sawmills (e.g. Davies 2001) and on changes in the technology of the industry 
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from both a historical and archaeological perspective (e.g. Vines 1985), however, the 
broader relationships within and between features of sawmills have not been explored. 
Given their frequency in the Australian archaeological record, and their role in the 
early European settlement of many areas, nineteenth and early twentieth century 
sawmills are a rich area of potential research for Australian historical archaeology. 
The lack of academic research has lead to a lack of comparable data, potentially 
inhibiting the success of future research projects.  In concluding his PhD dissertation 
on Henry’s No.1 Mill, a sawmill settlement community in Victoria, Davies 
(2001:190) observed: 
The detailed investigation of Henry’s Mill also provides a baseline against 
which to consider other kinds of communities … It remains unclear whether 
life and work at the No.1 mill was typical, unusual or unique because of the 
lack of comparable data.  The research agenda established by this thesis 
emphasize the lack of information about different places, and calls for much 
greater investigations of people, domestic settings and communities in 
Australia. 
 
The main rationale for this thesis is to provide a comparable dataset on the spatial 
organisation of nineteenth and twentieth century sawmills and their associated 
settlements in Australia. Vines (1985) provides some discussion on the spatial 
organisation of sawmills, however, this is conducted on a superficial level only and, 
although the relationships between social dynamics and use of space are 
acknowledged, no attempt is made to investigate these relationships. Further 
justification for this research can be found in the general underutilisation of predictive 
modelling in Australian historical archaeology.  This tool of archaeological 
investigation is highly adaptable and has a variety of applications to historical 
archaeology, as this thesis demonstrates. 
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Mill Point – Background to the Case Study 
The predictive site model developed in this thesis will be applied to a case study, the 
Mill Point site in southeast Queensland (Figure 1).   
 
 
Figure 1: The location of the Mill Point archaeological site (Ulm 2005:1). 
 
 
In 1869, a group of men who had made their fortunes on the goldfields of Gympie 
acquired 6,000 acres of land on the shores of Lake Cootharaba and built a sawmill to 
exploit the rich timber resources of the area (Brown 2000:158; Hibbard and Crosby 
1991:21) (Figures 2-3).  Owing to its remote location, workers and in some cases their 
families had little choice but to live on site, which resulted in the development of a 
settlement around the sawmill.  Historical records illustrate the extent of the 
settlement, which featured worker’s cottages, single men’s quarters, a store, a 
blacksmith, a hotel, a post office, a school and a cemetery (Brown 2000:141; Hibbard 
and Crosby 1991:28-29).  An extensive tramway and jetty complex was also a key 
feature of the Mill Point site, allowing for efficient transport of timber to and from the 
site and within the site itself (Hibbard and Crosby 1991:35).  
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Figure 2: Bullock team hauling logs to the Mill Point sawmill (Brown 2000:160). 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Workers processing wood inside the sawmill (Brown 2000: 162). 
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In 1991, Hibbard and Crosby undertook a broad historical review and basic site 
survey in developing a management plan for the site. Although a range of 
archaeological studies were recommended in the report, none were implemented. The 
Mill Point Archaeological Project was conceived in 2003 to provide an overarching 
framework for a range of studies of the site.  The project is a collaboration between 
the University of Queensland and the Queensland Environmental Protection Agency. 
In February 2004, extensive surveys and documentation of surface artefacts were 
undertaken close to the presumed mill site and within the adjacent lake (Figure 4).  
Analysis also began on the extensive tramway complex and ground survey was 
conducted at the Mill Point cemetery.  A second field season in February 2005 saw 
further survey of an area putatively ascribed to the settlement area of the site based on 
interpretation of historical photographs and maps, and the tramway was surveyed and 
plotted to a greater extent.  The lake was also surveyed more extensively and efforts 
made to locate remains of the school building within the site. Excavations of the 
presumed domestic sites were undertaken in a third field season in July 2005 with 
results still pending (Figures 5-7).  Although the MPAP has described a vast range of 
features and artefacts (see Ulm 2004, 2005), fundamental questions still remain as to 
the design and layout of the mill site and its settlement. This thesis is the first study to 
attempt to address such higher-order questions at the site, with the rich documentary 
and archaeological records of the site making Mill Point an ideal candidate for 
application of the predictive modelling exercise undertaken. 
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Figure 4:  The February 2004 survey 
of the mill area of the site the pink 
flags indicate where artefacts have 
been found (Photograph: MPAP). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: A shoe heel recovered 
during excavations in July 2005 
(Photograph: MPAP).    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Excavations in the July 2005 
field season (Photograph: MPAP). 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: A spoon excavated from the 
site in July 2005 (Photograph: MPAP).
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Thesis Outline 
This thesis is presented in five chapters. Chapter One outlined the thesis problem, 
rationale and background to the research.  Chapter Two presents an extensive literature 
review of the key theoretical issues which underpin this thesis and provides a discussion 
of the concepts surrounding the use of space and the role that archaeology has played in 
this field of investigation.  As spatial archaeology and predictive modelling are central 
frameworks to this study, the theoretical grounding of both fields is explored and the 
meta-categories and variables used for the predictive model are presented.  
 
Chapter Three focuses on the methodology of predictive modelling and the methods of 
the research.  A large amount of data on sawmill layout was collected in the course of this 
research which was structured through the development of a coding matrix, which 
categorised the data into meta-categories using a large set of variables.  The matrix was 
then analysed in accordance with the methodology outlined in Chapter Two.   
 
Chapter Four reports the results of the research and presents a predictive model of 
nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmill design and layout.  Four types of sawmill 
are identified and discussed in terms of their design, layout and spatial zoning. 
 
This predictive model is applied to the Mill Point site in Chapter Five, highlighting 
strengths and weaknesses of the predictive model and areas that require further research. 
Finally, the implications of the study are considered in the context of ongoing studies at 
Mill Point and other late nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmill sites. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 
 
The retrieval of archaeological information from various kinds of 
spatial relationship is a central aspect of the international discipline of 
archaeology and a major part of the theory of that discipline wherever it 
is practised (Clarke 1977:1). 
 
Introduction 
The various ways in which humans use space has been a topic of major theoretical 
discussion within archaeology for many years.  Hourani (1990:70) identifies that: 
One of the most persistently pursued enquiries and issues of theory 
within archaeology, and one which is fundamental to archaeological 
enquiry, is the investigation of the complex problem of the relationships 
between social and material organization.  
 
There are many ways in which space can be defined, ranging from complex and technical 
definitions, designed to inform an understanding of space specific to particular 
disciplines, to more general and simplistic explanations.  For most archaeological 
applications and for the purposes of this thesis I believe that the simplest of definitions is 
the most effective.  Space is “a continuous expanse in which things exist and move” 
(Moore 1993:1015).  It is the by-products of this existence and movement that 
archaeologists are interested in.  Humans exist and move in space leaving a physical 
representation of their actions thus creating the archaeological record. 
 
Entire fields of archaeological enquiry have developed in response to this interest, 
including predictive modelling (see below), proxemics, landscape archaeology and 
spatial archaeology. The later approach places particular emphasis on site distribution and 
artefact distribution within sites (Ashmore 2002).  There is a large degree of overlap 
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within the literature regarding the study of proxemics, landscape and the study of 
archaeological space in general.  For the purposes of this thesis, all of these concepts are 
considered under the broad umbrella of spatial archaeology.  Spatial archaeology is a 
concept that integrates a number of different disciplines and ideas. Ashmore (2002:1173) 
defines spatial archaeology as: 
A set of perspectives on studying ancient societies and cultures, 
emphasising position, arrangement and orientation and examined at a 
range of scales: from individual buildings or monuments, caches and 
burials to settlements, landscapes and regions.  
 
Spatial archaeology has often been associated with settlement archaeology and used 
extensively in North America (e.g. Chang 1958; Schlanger and Wilshusen 1993); 
however, it should not be considered to be solely suitable for research in this interest area 
(Ashmore 2002).  Spatial archaeological studies have also included research on the layout 
of cemeteries and the spatial distribution of resource rich areas such as quarries and 
mines (Clarke 1977:10), as well as the spatial organisation and status of women in 
nineteenth century Australia (Hourani 1990).  It is clear that spatial archaeology provides 
a framework appropriate for a variety of applications.  This thesis is intricately bound to 
concepts developed in spatial archaeology, as the research is designed to illuminate the 
spatial arrangement of various archaeological features at selected sawmill sites at a range 
of scales.   
 
The extent to which spatial and social interpretations of the archaeological record are or 
should be associated has been the focus of academic debate for decades (see Billman and 
Feinman 1999; Douglas 1972; Trigger 1967). In the 1960s, Spaulding (1960:438) argued 
that artefacts and archaeological assemblages could be analysed using three different 
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dimensions: form, temporal locus and spatial locus.  He forcefully argued against the 
inclusion of notions of behaviour in analyses, which he saw as an expression of “weak 
mindedness” (Spaulding 1960:437), thus attributing little value to the role of social 
interpretations in spatial archaeology.  Spatial analysis was also an early theme of the 
processual archaeology movement.  Binford (1962) argued in “Archaeology as 
anthropology” that the archaeological record held as many insights into social 
information as it did technological information. In interpreting the spatial organisation of 
Mesoamerican village layouts, Flannery and Marcus (1976; see also Flannery 1976) 
emphasised the intertwining relationships of social and spatial analysis by using socially 
defined units in their field analysis, such as villages and households, and proposed spatial 
correlations between these units.   
 
Ashmore (2002:1176) has been a significant contributor to the development of an 
understanding of the interaction between social and spatial forces in archaeology and has 
emphasised that space is not passive; space influences and is influenced by social 
processes.  One area in which Ashmore has successfully highlighted the interaction of 
spatial and social processes is through her work on households.  Ashmore argues that the 
various ways in which households are spatially organised can provide insights into the 
social processes involved in their design and perhaps even give insights into what social 
processes drive people to make particular decisions regarding the spatial organisation of 
their environment:  
Spatial arrangements of the buildings, rooms, furnishings and outdoor 
spaces of such domestic units (households) have supported many sorts 
of inference as to their members’ decisions and dispositions (Ashmore 
2002:1176). 
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The community study approach is one framework commonly used to study the 
interactions of social and spatial spheres within archaeology (Cusick 1995; Deagan 1983; 
Lawrence 2000). Davies (2001:5) has defined the notion of community as a “group of 
people interacting within a specific locale” and adds: 
A significant element of such community is personal, face-to-face 
interactions on a regular basis, facilitated by social institutions (church, 
school), workplace, residential proximity and kinship.  The settlement 
provides the physical spaces and built structures within which people 
interact and community is formed (Davies 2001:5). 
 
The community study approach is an analysis of social meaning and social structure 
using an inter-disciplinary framework to develop an extensive understanding of a 
particular community (Cusick 1995). It is an approach which has been used with great 
success in highlighting the interplay of social and spatial relationships within 
communities of the past (Arensberg 1961).  A clear example is Hardesty’s (1988) study 
of the Shoshone Wells mining settlement, where archaeological analysis of households 
within an isolated area determined that while economic and ecological factors were 
influential in the distribution of mining settlements across the landscape, ethnic diversity 
and fissioning were highly influential on the social and spatial distributions within these 
sites. 
 
Davies (2001) used the community study approach in his PhD research on the community 
at the Henry’s No.1 Mill in the Otways forest in southwest Victoria. This is another 
example of the success of the community study approach which is similar to that carried 
out for this thesis, although on a much larger scale, which the community study approach 
demands.  Davies (2001:107-108) concluded that: 
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Social divisions at the mill received physical expression in the 
arrangement of living space.  Huts for single men were clustered 
together between tramlines, the mill shed and a shallow gully.  Houses 
for workers with resident families were located several hundred metres 
away at the foot of a spur.  The schoolroom and yard nestled among 
them, reinforcing the family orientation of the area.  Quarters for 
married men whose families lived off site were also quite separate, 
providing another level of social distinction at the mill based on marital 
status.  The Henry family maintained their own small cottage as well.  
Although architecturally similar to other mill housing, its location at the 
highest point of the site, overlooking the operations of the mill, subtly 
emphasised the separations of employers from employees and the 
element of choice the Henrys [sic] enjoyed. 
 
Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis to conduct a complete community study on 
any one sawmill, the community study approach is suitable for use in the wider Mill 
Point Archaeological Project. Davies (2001) has emphasised that the relationship 
between social and spatial organisation are integral to creating an understanding of how a 
community such as Mill Point operated (Davies 2001).  Developing a predictive model of 
nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmill design and layout and applying this model 
to Mill Point addresses one element of the community study approach and aids in our 
understanding of the archaeology and community of Mill Point.    
 
Interpreting Space 
Ashmore (2002:1173) defined spatial archaeology as an examination of position, 
arrangement and orientation on a variety of scales. Spatial archaeology is based on a 
methodology of encompassing these spatial relationships of sites and landscapes on a 
variety of different levels.  Clarke’s (1977) work  has contributed to defining these scales 
of spatial relationship and attributing their organisation to specific factors or behaviours 
(Clarke 1977:11-15). These general scales provide a useful framework to begin the 
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exploration of the use of space at Australian sawmills. Table 1 outlines Clarke’s (1977) 
micro, semi-micro and macro levels of spatial relationship. 
 
Table 1: Summary of the different levels of spatial relationship often ascribed to in 
spatial archaeology adapted from Clarke’s (1977:11-15) definitions of the micro, semi-
micro and macro levels of spatial relationships. 
 
Micro Level 
• Found within structures (e.g. rooms, houses, graves 
and shrines). 
• Structures are considered to be both personal and 
social spaces with individual and cultural factors 
often dominating the way the space is used rather 
than economic factors. 
• Artefacts, resource areas and activities are repeatedly 
allocated to particular locations within the structure. 
Semi-Micro Level 
• Found within sites. A site is a “geographical locus, 
which contained an articulated set of human 
activities … and often an associated set of 
structures” (Clarke 1977:11). Examples include 
cemeteries, industrial complexes, domestic 
settlement and ceremonial centres. 
• Sites are considered to be communal spaces used for 
both social and cultural purposes, with economic 
factors having some influence on the location of 
structures within these sites. 
• Artefacts, resource areas and activities are repeatedly 
allocated to particular locations within the site. 
Macro Level 
• Found between sites. 
• Spatial relationships at this level are largely 
susceptible to economic factors rather than social or 
cultural factors. 
• Artefacts, resource spaces, structures and sites are 
allocated to particular locations within integrated site 
systems and across landscapes. 
 
  
Clarke’s observations are intended as a general methodology for spatial archaeology (i.e. 
not specific to any particular case study).  Therefore, elements of this methodology are 
useful in interpreting the dataset presented in this thesis. Clarke’s semi-micro and macro 
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levels of spatial relationship have particular relevance. In assessing the layout and design 
of nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills, the research focuses on analysing the 
spatial relationships within sawmill sites (semi-micro level), as well as between sites 
(macro level) in that the sawmills in the study will be compared and their similarities and 
differences described.  The evidence from each sawmill within the study group is 
compared to the entire dataset to determine the similarities and differences in their spatial 
composition.   
 
Interpreting Space at Sawmills 
Micro 
The micro level is relevant to the study of spatial relationships within structures in 
sawmill sites. This level of spatial relationship will not be examined in any depth in this 
thesis as the research question is more focused on the semi-micro and macro levels, 
however, valuable information regarding the capacity of the sawmill can be found 
through studying the internal layout of the sawmill building itself and the types of 
equipment used within this building (Figure 8). The application of this level of analysis to 
other structures, particularly in the domestic sphere, is limited owing to a general lack of 
documentary and archaeological data. 
 
Semi-Micro 
This level exists within sites and is used to examine the spatial relationships between the 
different structural elements of the site, for example, in determining the spatial 
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relationship between the actual sawmill building and other structures like the manager’s 
house, the blacksmith or the school (Figure 8). 
 
 Macro 
Clarke’s methodology for spatial relationships at a macro level can also be applied to the 
sawmill case study.  This is found between sites and used to compare the spatial 
relationships within one sawmill (semi-micro level) to those within another.  It is this 
level of analysis that will contribute to the formulation of the predictive models of 
nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmill design and layout (Figure 8) 
 
Clarke (1977) makes a very clear distinction between the role of individual, cultural and 
economic factors in defining each level of spatial relationship (Table 1). This approach 
does not allow for a consideration of the relationship between these different factors and 
the impact that each of these factors have on one another. This thesis adopts a more 
holistic approach and acknowledges the interaction of individualism, culture and 
economics in the development of spatial relationships at all levels, moving away from 
Clarke’s arbitrary separation of these spheres. Despite these limitations, Clarke’s 
analytical schema provides a useful framework within which to pursue studies of the use 
of space.  
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of Clarke’s (1977) levels of spatial relationship, 
applied to sawmills. Orange: Micro level, spatial relationships within site features. 
Purple: Semi-micro level, spatial relationships between features in the site. Green: 
Macro level, semi-micro spatial relationships within each site in comparison with the 
other sawmills in the study.   
 
 
Classifying Sawmills According to Use of Space 
Australian sawmills established between 1800 and 1910 can be classified into several 
major archaeological types. In his various reports for Environment Australia and Natural 
Resources and Environment Victoria, Evans (1998:24) outlines two forms of historic 
Australian sawmill.   
 
‘Spot mills’ are small sawmills, often run by farming families for a short period of time 
leaving few archaeological remains (Evans 1998:24). Spot mills could be operated by 
Sawmill A
Sawmill B 
Miscellaneous Buildings 
Miscellaneous Buildings 
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two people with ease and, because they were built largely on farms, no accommodation 
was necessary on site because the workers (normally those who owned the farm) lived in 
the farm house (Evans 1998:24). Tramways were also absent from this type of sawmill 
because transport to and from the mill was not needed as the workers were close by and 
the timber cut was usually allocated for use around the farm (Evans 1998:24). The 
foundations for these sawmills are minimal, however, shallow saw trenches and 
impressions for bench trolley tracks can be expected in surface remains. These sawmills 
were powered by portable engines needing no foundations for either the engine or boiler 
(Evans 1998:24).  
 
‘Settlement Sawmills’ were larger scale establishments, often located in remote forest 
areas with many workers needed for the successful day-to-day running of the sawmill 
(Evans 1998:24). The remote locations of these mills meant that accommodation and 
other resources such as stores, blacksmiths and schools were established to sustain the 
labour force and their families. Complex tramway systems within the sawmills and 
beyond their boundaries were often established to transport the timber processed by the 
mill and in some cases assisted workers and their families in accessing the world beyond 
the sawmill settlement (Evans 1998:24). 
 
Predictive Modelling – A Tool for Interpreting the Archaeological Use of Space  
Predictive modelling is a tool used within archaeology to interpret the archaeological use 
of space.  Kohler’s (1988:33) definition of predictive modelling has been widely cited: 
A simplified set of testable hypotheses, based either on behavioural 
assumptions or on empirical correlations, which at a minimum attempts 
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to predict the loci of past human activities resulting in the deposition of 
artefacts or alteration of the landscape. 
 
Predictive modelling, although relevant to several archaeological applications, has 
developed strongly within the discipline of settlement studies particularly in North 
America.  Willey (1953) was one of the first archaeologists to address the concept of 
settlement patterns in archaeology and to develop methods for their interpretation, 
including the dispersal of settlements across the landscape (macro level of spatial 
relationships) as well as the arrangement of dwellings within settlements and the 
distribution of communal buildings (semi-micro level of spatial relationship).  Trigger 
(1968) defined what he believed were the main determinants of location for individual 
buildings and community layouts (semi-micro level of spatial relationship) as well as the 
environmental factors responsible for the distribution of settlements (macro level of 
spatial relationship). These types of studies, which included analysis on more than one 
level of spatial relationship, are uncommon in the literature. 
 
The analysis of spatial relationships on a semi-micro and micro level was phased out in 
settlement archaeology with the increased development and application of predictive 
modelling.  Predictive modelling in settlement archaeology is largely focused on the 
macro level of spatial relationship through the analysis of the distribution of settlements 
throughout the landscape (Adams and Nissen 1972; Chang 1968; Jochim 1976; Willey 
1956).  These macro level studies tend to be heavily dependent upon environmental 
determinants in predicting settlement locations and have been criticised for excluding 
consideration of social factors (e.g. Kvamme 1992; Pilgrim 1987; Schermer and Tiffany 
1985).  Predictive modelling has not been used in developing understandings of spatial 
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relationships within sites, a level of spatial relationship that both Willey (1953) and 
Trigger (1968) acknowledge as integral to formulating a broad understanding of 
settlement patterns.  This has created a substantial gap in the literature. This thesis 
employs an adapted and simplified form of predictive modelling to examine the spatial 
relationships evident within nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills on a semi-
micro and macro level through examination and comparison of their design and layout. 
Technical aspects of predictive modelling relevant to this study are discussed in the next 
chapter.  
 
Summary 
The inter-relationships between spatial and social forces are a concept which is integral to 
the research agenda of this thesis. These concepts are well supported within the 
framework of spatial archaeology. Clarke’s (1977) levels of spatial organisation have 
been adapted for interpreting sawmills and along with predictive modelling provide the 
necessary methods of interpretation to explore how space is physically represented in 
nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills and the social correlations that this use of 
space may have had. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology and Methods 
 
Introduction 
 
Predictive modelling in its common application to settlement archaeology is often 
statistically complex and reliant on large, normally numerical, datasets. In this study core 
elements are extracted from this methodology to create a simplified procedure 
appropriate for application in this thesis. Meta-categories and variables were defined as 
the basis for data collection. Although the resources available for use in this thesis were 
limited, application of the meta-category variables produced a large array of data. This 
chapter outlines the methodology of predictive modelling, defines the meta-category 
variables used in gathering and managing the data and presents the resources used and 
their limitations. 
 
The Methodology of Predictive Modelling 
Predictive modelling studies commonly deploy sophisticated statistical procedures on 
large quantitative variable datasets that are integrated in many cases to a significant 
degree with computer-based programmes and GIS methods (Dalla Bona 2005). 
Predictive site location models, for examples, use a wide range of environmental data, 
such as geology, rainfall, vegetation and elevation, to investigate relationships between 
site location and particular sets of environmental variables (e.g. Rowland and Connolly 
2002).  
 
Many archaeologists have offered their contributions regarding the methodology behind 
predictive modelling.  Dalla Bona (2005) for example, outlines a three-stage process from 
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primary hypothesis development, followed by a secondary stage of initial model 
development and testing and finally a tertiary stage in which the model is continually 
applied and refined as research proceeds (Dalla Bona 2005; Warren 1990).  The research 
conducted for this thesis includes both the first and second of these stages of predictive 
modelling. The tertiary stage is beyond the scope of this thesis but could be undertaken 
with further model development with new variables added resulting in changes to the 
structure of the model and the predictions that it produces.  Altschul (1988) has also 
outlined the model building process encompassing all of the components highlighted by 
Dalla Bona (1994).  This process has been adapted for use in this thesis and is illustrated 
in Figure 9 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: The processes involved in predictive modelling, which will be used as a basis 
of the predictive modelling methods for this thesis (after Altschul 1988: 82). 
 
 
Aims of Research 
 
 
Review of Existing Data 
Data Collection 
Development of Variables 
Data Synthesis and Evaluation 
 
 
Model Development 
 
 
Model Testing 
 
 
Model Refinement 
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Predictive models within archaeology exist in a number of different forms including 
intuitive models, associated models, areal models and point specific models (Altschul 
1988).  Intuitive models are either inductive or deductive in nature using either the 
archaeological record as a dataset or relying on patterns of human behaviour in the 
development of a model (Dalla Bona 1994 cited in Dalla Bona 2005).  Inductive models 
are the most commonly used models within archaeology and are used extensively in 
predicting site locations for the purposes of cultural resource management (e.g. Rowland 
and Connolly 2002).  Deductive models include a greater range of human behaviour in 
their formulation and do not rely on environmental influences to the same degree as 
inductive models (Altschul 1988).  As a result of this emphasis on human behaviour, 
however, deductive models are subject to changes in ideas, methods of interpretation and 
theoretical positions, which are continuously adapted and changing within the realm of 
archaeology (Altschul 1988). 
 
This thesis uses a form of inductive predictive modelling in addressing the research 
question.  Owing to the dependence of this approach on existing data, its success is 
dependent on the quality of the data employed (Kincaid 1988:556).  To overcome the 
potential problems associated with assumptions of high data quality and equivalence, the 
variables used in this form of predictive model are those which hold the least amount of 
bias and which may be deemed the most reliable.   The number of variables which could 
potentially be used in predictive modelling of either an inductive or deductive nature is 
virtually infinite; however, where there are a large number of variables available 
selection should be based upon choosing the strongest variables (Warren 1990:90) 
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The Meta-Categories and their Variables 
This thesis uses three meta-categories of variables – resources, labour and transport – to 
structure analysis which Davies (2001) has shown to be important themes in researching 
sawmills of this era. These meta-categories are associated with a range of specific 
variables (Table 2) which will be used in the analysis of data and development of the 
predictive model. The resources meta-category encompasses variables associated with the 
proximity of services off site, availability of services on site and water supply. The meta-
category associated with transport includes variables such as the presence of a tramway 
on site and the location of the nearest road and railway. Variables associated with the 
labour meta-category refer to the people who lived and worked at the sawmills and the 
accommodations which were provided for them. The meta-categories of variables are 
designed to relate to any nineteenth century European capitalist enterprise such as 
sawmills, mining ventures, cotton mills, factories and other kinds of general industry.  
 
Data Sources 
The quality of resources available for research on historic sawmills in Australia is highly 
variable.  Possible sources of information include heritage assessment reports, academic 
studies, family histories, personal memoires, photographic collections of Australia’s 
National and State libraries, council records and contemporary newspapers. 
Unfortunately because the research undertaken for this thesis focuses specifically on the 
spatial organisation of historic sawmills, many of the resources listed above were of little 
use owing to a lack of specific detail of the spatial organisation of sawmills. The majority 
of information for the dataset in this thesis was obtained from reports to Victorian 
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heritage and environmental authorities, where a high concentration of relevant studies 
were undertaken. Although many of these reports were accessed, only those that featured 
sawmills of the nineteenth or early twentieth centuries were examined. Previous 
postgraduate theses (e.g. Davies 2001; Vines 1985) were also consulted, and provided a 
useful access point to a range of ‘grey’ literature not cited elsewhere. 
 
Table 2: Variables used within each meta-category to examine the sawmills. 
 
Resources 
 
• Location of site 
• Forest type 
• Associated geographical features 
• Water supply and its distance from 
sawmill 
• Nearest town 
• Presence of store on site 
• Presence of blacksmith on site 
• Presence of school on site 
• The spatial relationship between all 
of these features 
Labour 
• Number of workers or population of 
site 
• Presence of worker’s cottages 
• Presence of single quarters 
• Presence of manager’s house 
• Presence of boarding house 
• Presence of married men’s quarters 
• Presence of accommodation of an 
unspecified form 
• The spatial relationship between all 
of these features and those in the 
resources meta-category 
 
Transport 
 
• Nearest road 
• Nearest railway 
• Presence of tramway on site 
• Spatial relationships between all of 
these features and those in the 
resources and labour meta-
categories 
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Limitations 
 
A significant concern at the commencement of research for this thesis was that resources 
on late nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills would either be scarce or 
inaccessible. Although a general paucity of literature for the period of sawmill operation 
chosen was identified, the major limitation was accessing the many unpublished works 
not held by the University of Queensland, resulting in a delay of up to six weeks to obtain 
resources from other institutions. There are also limitations to the data owing to all of the 
sawmills being located in Victoria. This bias towards Victorian sawmills is related to the 
intensive investigation into Victorian forest heritage, which have been undertaken in the 
last ten years. Although this bias has potential to distort the data, it is believed that 
Victorian based sawmilling is likely to have been representative of the majority of other 
operations throughout the country at this time (Powell 1998) 
 
Eligibility Criteria 
Sawmills were eligible for inclusion in this research according to a set criteria. The 
sawmill date of establishment must be between 1800 and 1910 because these dates 
encompass the establishment and closure dates of the Mill Point sawmill. The resource 
must include a plan or very good description of the physical remains of the sawmill so 
that interpretation of the spatial organisation of the sawmills can be made accurately. To 
assist with this process further the plan must be to scale.  
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Sample Structure 
Twenty sawmills met the criteria outlined above and will be examined in this thesis 
(Table 3). A large number of sawmills were established between 1876 and 1880 as well 
as between 1886 and 1890. 
 
Table 3:  Sawmills examined in this study. 
 
Sawmill Date Location Reference 
Hallet Sawmill 1898-1902 Omeo, VIC Evans 1998 
Worley Sawmill 1900- Healsville, VIC Vines 1985 
Witnish A Sawmill 1890-1893 Greendale, VIC Evans 1999 
Regular Camp Sawmill 1890-1933 Yea, VIC Vines 1985 
Hayden Sawmill 1887-1897 Blackwood, VIC Evans 1999 
Lake Tyers 1890- East Gippsland, VIC Evans 1998 
Witnish B Sawmill 1877- Bunding, VIC Evans 1999 
Kozminsky Sawmill 1876-1880 Mt Buangor, VIC Evans 1999 
Wheeler Sawmill 1878-1898 Castlemaine, VIC Vines 1985 
Cameron Sawmill 1877-1889 Nagambie, VIC Evans 1999 
Christian Sawmill 1860’s East Trentham, VIC Evans 1999 
McGhie Sawmill 1853-1895 Blackwood, VIC Evans 1999 
Philipson Sawmill 1871-1881 Glenpatrick, VIC Evans 1999 
Grave and Fraser 1864- Barkstead, VIC Evans 1999 
Christian/Morton/ 
Anderson Sawmill 
1880-1942 Castlemaine, VIC Vines 1985 
Peter Ah Sen Sawmill 1880- Splitters Range, VIC Evans 1998: 
Easter Monday Sawmill 1883-1888 Castlemaine, VIC Evans 1999 
Comet Sawmill 1884-1899 Mt Disappointment, VIC Vines 1985;  
Evans 1993 
Clarke and Kidd’s 1907- Rubicon River Valley, Evans 1993 
Henry’s No1 Mill 1904-1928 Otways Forest, VIC Davies 2001; 
Davies 2002 
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The sawmills were evaluated according to their general information as well as the meta-
categories of resources, labour and transport.  This was conducted by using a specially 
designed data recording form that addressed the meta-categories through the variables 
outlined in the previous chapter (Appendix A).   
 
The results of the analysis were compiled and tabulated to assist with interpretation 
(Appendix B).  A surprisingly large amount of data was accumulated owing mainly to the 
numerous variables that could be addressed to express the spatial relationships in the sites 
under study.  Using the data collected the spatial relationships within individual sawmills 
were compared to the spatial organisation of other sawmills in the group, the results of 
which are presented in the following chapter. 
 
Summary 
Predictive modelling can in some cases be a complex tool of interpretation; however, it                                   
has been adapted for use in this thesis using the basic methods outlined by Altschul 
(1988). Data has been collected from the available resources and meta-categories and 
variables developed to assist in the review of the data. This review of data using the 
predictive model variables has revealed twenty sawmills to be used in the development of 
the predictive model, the results of which are presented in Chapter Four. 
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Chapter Four: Results 
 
Introduction 
 
Analysis of the dataset demonstrated that Australian historic sawmills took a variety of 
forms and served a number of purposes. This chapter provides a summary of results and 
highlights the different types of sawmill evident in the dataset and the spatial organisation 
of these types. The research undertaken in this study revealed that nineteenth and early 
twentieth century sawmills sites are spatially organised into industrial, intermediate and 
domestic zones. Results are presented according to specific zoning within each sawmill 
type. A complete summary of the results of this analysis can be found in Appendix B. 
 
Spatial Zoning 
The results of the analysis revealed that nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills 
were spatially organised into industrial, intermediate and domestic zones. Not all zones, 
however, are present at every sawmill, with the presence of a zone being largely 
dependent upon the sawmill type. The relationships between the different sawmill types 
and the spatial zones are outlined below.  
 
Industrial Zone 
The industrial zone is present in all sawmill types and can be described as the inner zone 
of the site, that which is closest to the sawmill itself. The industrial zone comprises the 
sawmill and any other buildings or facilities associated with the industry at the site, such 
as the blacksmith. Services available at the site such as a general store are also likely to 
be located in the industrial zone.  Accommodation for single men or married men without 
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families on site and boarding houses, whether for meals or accommodation, are 
reasonably fluid site features and are located in either the industrial or intermediate zone. 
Their placement within a particular zone is dependent upon the size of the sawmill and 
the degree of distinction between the industrial and domestic zones of the site.  
 
Intermediate Zone 
The intermediate zone is considered a fringe zone which melds the industrial and 
domestic zones together. This zone is present only in large well developed sawmill sites 
where a distinction can be made between industrial and domestic zones. The features of 
this zone are neither wholly industrial nor wholly domestic. The main features of the 
intermediate zone are the manager’s house and fluid features such as single quarters or 
boarding houses are likely to be located within this zone if they are not located closer to 
the sawmill in the industrial zone. 
 
Domestic Zone 
The domestic zone varies depending on the site. In some cases it consists of three 
dwellings of unspecified form which are set apart from the industrial zone where the 
sawmill is located and in other cases this zone is an area of the site completely designated 
to families and features several worker’s cottages and other family orientated places such 
as schools. The accommodation associated with these areas does not include manager’s 
houses, single quarters or married men’s quarters. 
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In conducting the analysis it became clear that the sawmill types outlined by Evans 
(1998; see Chapter Two) were inadequate in encapsulating the sawmills examined in this 
study. The results compiled for this thesis suggest that the sawmill types outlined by 
Evans represent two extremes on a spectrum and further definition and expansion of 
these sawmill types is needed.  
 
Sawmill Types 
Type A Sawmills 
Type A sawmills feature an industrial zone only. This type of sawmill is likely to exhibit 
little variety in archaeological remains and the sawmill is likely to be the key feature. 
Extensive tramway remains are unlikely to be found; however, in some cases a jinker 
track may be present. Features such as accommodation, blacksmiths, stores and schools 
are not present at Type A sawmills. Six sawmills were assigned to Type A (Table 4). 
 
Type B Sawmills 
Type B sawmills are moderate to large operations that are in some cases run by 
companies. Type B sawmills feature an industrial zone only. This type of sawmill is in 
many ways similar to Type A sawmills in that there is a lack of variety in archaeological 
features, with the sawmill being the key feature of the site. The output of these sawmills 
is likely to have been substantial and complex tramway may be a feature of the site. Like 
Type A sawmills, these mills are unlikely to exhibit features such as accommodation, 
stores or schools because of the proximity to an already existing township. Owing to the 
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size of the operation, a blacksmith’s shop and stables would have been essential to the 
satisfactory running of the mill. Three sawmills were assigned to Type B (Table 5). 
 
Table 4: Type A sawmills and their features 
Sawmill Name Applicable Zone(s) Description 
McGhie Sawmill Industrial • Sawmill only 
•  No other buildings are evident 
at this sawmill as the worker’s 
walked to work from the nearby 
town of Blakeville each day. 
Witnish A Sawmill Industrial • Small family run sawmill only.  
• No other buildings are evident. 
• A jinker track was present. 
Witnish B Sawmill Industrial • Small family run sawmill only 
• No other buildings are evident 
• A jinker track was present 
Worley Sawmill Industrial • Sawmill only 
• No other buildings are evident 
Regular Camp 
Sawmill 
Industrial • Sawmill only  
• No other buildings are evident 
Easter Monday 
Sawmill 
Industrial • Sawmill only  
• No other buildings are evident 
Wheeler Sawmill Industrial • Sawmill only 
• No other buildings are evident 
• Small tramway or jinker track 
present 
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Table 5: Analysis of type B sawmills in the study group 
Sawmill Name Applicable Zone(s) Description 
Kozminsky’s 
Sawmill 
Industrial • Large sawmilling 
operation 
• Features complex log 
chute and jinker track 
system 
• No evidence of 
accommodation on site 
Lake Tyers Timber 
Company Sawmill 
Industrial • Large company run 
sawmilling operation 
• Features very complex 
tramway system 
• No evidence of 
accommodation on site 
Philipson’s Sawmill Industrial • Large sawmilling 
operation 
• No evidence of 
accommodation on site 
 
Type C Sawmills 
Type C sawmills feature both industrial and intermediate zones. Type C sawmills can be 
described as having a moderate output. These sawmills may feature a sawmill building or 
an open air sawmill. A small tramway system may be present but is often localised on 
site. Accommodation is evident at these sites, however, there is usually not a lot of 
variety in the type of accommodation present. A blacksmith may also be a feature of 
these sites. Figure 10 depicts how Type B sawmills are likely to have looked. Features 
include an ‘open air’ sawmill at the bottom left of frame, a small building close to the 
sawmill, which may be a blacksmith, and a larger building set slightly apart and on 
higher ground, which could be the manager’s or caretaker’s residence. Four sawmills 
were assigned to Type C (Table 6). 
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Figure 10: Wale’s sawmill near Mt Crosby ca. 1891 is representative of the kind of 
layout evident in Type C sawmills (Photograph: John Oxley Library, Image # 24085. 
 
Table 6: Type C sawmills and their features. 
Sawmill Name Applicable Zone(s) Description 
Peter Ah Sen Sawmill Industrial 
Domestic 
• Site features sawmill and evidence 
of three dwellings of an 
unspecified form, set apart from 
the sawmill (Appendix C) 
Hayden Sawmill Industrial 
Domestic 
• Site features sawmill and evidence 
of a domestic area to the South of 
the mill in the forms of chimney 
mounds. 
Grave and Fraser 
Sawmill 
Industrial 
Possible Domestic 
• This site features the sawmill 
building and at least one house site 
to the east of the mill, however, no 
significant evidence was found to 
associate this dwelling with the 
sawmill 
Christian/Morton/ 
Anderson Sawmill 
Industrial 
Domestic 
• This site features the sawmill and a 
dwelling set a small distance away 
from the mill which has been 
hypothesised to be a Manager’s or 
Caretaker’s residence. 
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Type D Sawmills 
Type D sawmills are likely to feature all three zones, however, in some cases the 
industrial and domestic zones may only be seen. Type D sawmills are the settlement 
sawmills as described by Evans (1998). These sawmills are likely to feature a sawmill 
building with extensive foundations, and various forms of accommodation such as 
worker’s cottages, single quarters, married men’s quarters and a manager’s house. Other 
features common to this type of sawmill are extensive tramway complexes, stores, 
blacksmiths and schools. Six sawmills were assigned to Type D (Table 7). 
 
Table 7: Type D sawmills and their features. 
Sawmill Name Applicable Zone(s) Description 
Cameron Sawmill 
 
Industrial 
Domestic 
• The site features remains of the 
sawmill building, a large dam and an 
area identified as a settlement site 
which features dwellings of an 
unspecified form.  
• There is a clear delineation between 
the industrial and domestic areas of 
the site (Appendix C). 
Hallett Sawmill 
 
Industrial 
Domestic 
• Hallett’s Sawmill features the 
remains of the sawmill building with 
significant foundations still present 
along with the remains of a settlement 
area 75m to the north.  
• There is clear delineation between the 
industrial and domestic areas of the 
site (Appendix C).  
Clarke and Kidd 
Sawmill 
 
Industrial  
Intermediate 
Domestic 
• Features a large sawmill and 
extensive tramway system with single 
quarters in the form of huts, worker’s 
cottages, boarding house, manager’s 
house and a school. 
• There is a clear delineation between 
the industrial, intermediate and 
domestic areas of the site (Appendix 
C). 
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Comet Sawmill Industrial 
Intermediate 
Domestic 
• Features an ‘Old Mill’ (1884-1899) 
and a ‘New Mill” (1899-1902). For 
the purposes of this thesis the spatial 
relationships of this site were 
measured from the old mill.  
• Features the remains of the sawmill 
with extensive foundations, a 
blacksmith’s shop, stables, manager’s 
house and a row of houses.  
• There is clear delineation between the 
industrial, intermediate and domestic 
zones of the site (Appendix C). 
Henry’s No.1 Mill 
 
Industrial 
Intermediate 
Domestic 
• Davies (2001) has conducted 
extensive research on this site. 
• Features the sawmill, single men’s 
quarters, stables, boarding house, 
married men’s quarters, manager’s 
house, worker’s cottages, school and 
a complex tramway system. This site 
was established in a valley or gully 
and the site is heavily graduated. 
• There are clear distinctions between 
the industrial, intermediate and 
domestic zones at this site (Appendix 
C) 
Christian’s Mill 
 
Industrial  
Domestic 
• Features extensive sawmill building 
foundations, a dam, possible 
blacksmith’s shop, stables, tramway 
system and a row of houses or 
cottages. 
• This site features a clear delineation 
between the industrial and domestic 
zones of the site (Appendix C) 
 
Spatial Relationships 
Figure 10 illustrates spatial relationships between specific features of selected Type C 
and D sawmills in the study group (those which are not features did not have enough 
information for plotting to be accurate). The plan of each sawmill was rescaled and 
plotted in relation to a central point representing the sawmill building at each site. 
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Figure 11: The spatial relationships between selected Type C and D sawmills in the 
study group. The black square in the centre of the graph represents the sawmill at each 
site. 
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Plotting the semi-micro spatial relationships for each sawmill provides useful information 
in comprehending the macro level spatial relationships between sites. Figure 11 assists in 
visualising the spatial zoning of Type C and D sawmills and clearly highlights that the 
family homes and schools (domestic zone) are located well away from the centre of the 
graph where the industrial area lies.  
 
The Predictive Model 
Type C and D sawmills were used to develop the predictive model for this thesis, this 
was mainly owing to the fact that these sawmills have more features between which 
spatial relationships could be measured. These sawmills are also those which most 
closely resemble the Mill Point case study allowing a greater and more in–depth analysis 
to occur.  The information available on each variable discussed in this chapter is 
fragmentary at best and does not allow fine-grained insights into the spatial organisation 
of sawmills in the study group. This predictive model is therefore, by no means complex; 
however, the information available does allow a series of general predictive statements to 
be generated for the presence and absence of various features for Type C and D sawmills 
in terms of the industrial, intermediate and domestic zoning. 
 
Industrial 
In the industrial zone of Type C and D nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills, 
the sawmill, blacksmith and store can be expected to be found. Single quarters, quarters 
for married men without families on site and boarding houses used for meals are more 
fluid features and can be expected to be found in the industrial or intermediate zone. 
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Intermediate 
In the intermediate zone of Type C and D, nineteenth and early twentieth century 
sawmills, the manager’s house can be expected to be found along with single quarters, 
quarters for married men without families on site and boarding houses used for meals if 
they are not a feature of the industrial zone. 
 
Domestic  
In the domestic zone of Type C and D, nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills, 
the worker’s cottages or family homes and family orientated places such as schools can 
be expected to be found. 
 
Summary 
The twenty sawmills analysed for this thesis can be grouped into four distinct types of 
sawmill. Furthermore, within these sawmill types, features and structures of the mills can 
be allocated to either an industrial, intermediate or domestic zone of spatial orientation. 
Analysis of this zoning for each sawmill type has lead to the development of specific 
predictions relating to the spatial organisation of Type C and D sawmills. This predictive 
model will be applied to the Mill Point case study in Chapter Five. 
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Conclusion 
 
Introduction 
The methodology of predictive modelling outlined in Chapter Three requires an initial 
outline of the aims of the research followed by a review of the data and development of 
the model. Each of these steps have been completed in Chapters Three and Four. The 
final stages of the predictive modelling process are the testing and refinement of the 
model. The predictive model developed in Chapter Four is applied to the Mill Point case 
study in this chapter and research directions for the refinement of the model are identified 
and discussed. This chapter also discusses the value of predictive modelling as a tool for 
use within the realm of Australian historical archaeology.  
 
 
Spatial Organisation at Mill Point 
The documentary record for the Mill Point sawmill is substantial (Brown 2000; Hibbard 
and Crosby 1991; Ulm 2004, 2005). Information that can assist in ascertaining the design 
and layout of the mill has been found in the form of previous archaeological survey and 
analysis (Figure 12 and 13), photographs (Figure 14), newspaper reports, and maps 
drawn of the site from memory (Figure 15).  Each of these sources has been used in this 
thesis and analysed in relation to each other to assist in generating an understanding of 
the layout of the Mill Point sawmill. The key discrepancies in these sources relate to the 
shoreline of the lake, the orientation of the mill building, the function of specific 
buildings and the position of the worker’s cottages. Application of the predictive model 
to the Mill Point site provides several points of discussion that assist in developing a 
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more complete picture of the Mill Point site. In the sections below, key predictions for 
each zone (industrial, intermediate, domestic) are tested against the evidence available 
from the Mill Point case study. 
 
Industrial Zone 
According to the predictive model developed for this thesis the industrial zone of the Mill 
Point Sawmill should feature the sawmill, and any blacksmith or site services such as a 
store or post office. If single quarters, quarters for married men without families on site 
and boarding houses used for meals were present at Mill Point they will be located either 
in the industrial zone or the intermediate zone. Following is a discussion of the above 
features which are present at Mill Point. 
 
The Sawmill 
A map drawn by Mr Hempsall from memory at an unknown date has been found of the 
Mill Point site (Figure 15). This map places the sawmill shed perpendicular to the jetty 
off the northern shore of Mill Point. Hibbard and Crosby (1991) place the sawmill 
parallel to the jetty on the northern shore of the point (Figure 13). There are discrepancies 
as to the actual orientation of the sawmill building , however, it is clear that the position 
of the building was on the north of the point, close to the water source of the mill, Lake 
Cootharaba. 
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Blacksmith 
There is significant discrepancy between resources regarding the location of the 
blacksmith forge at the Mill Point site. Mr Hempsall’s map (Figure 15) places the 
‘blacksmith shop’ on the far eastern side of the site, meaning it is a distance from the 
actual sawmill. This is an unlikely situation as the forge was a crucial resource of any 
sawmill, therefore its location is likely to be closer to the sawmill. The predictive model 
suggests that the blacksmith would have been located within the industrial zone of the 
site. This is supported by an historical account of Governor Normandy’s visit to the Mill 
Point area (Governor Normanby never actually made it to the site, however, a 
representative visited the community) (Brown 2000:161; Hibbard and Crosby 1991:23). 
This account states that the blacksmith was located at the rear of the mill suggesting that 
the blacksmith was in fact located in the industrial zone of the site. Further insight into 
the proximity of the blacksmith forge to the sawmill is provided by Hibbard and Crosby 
(1991:23) 
The forge was undoubtedly close to the mill because Long who was 
killed immediately in the boiler explosion was the blacksmith’s 
assistant. Woodburn the blacksmith notes that Long ‘was getting 
breakfast ready. I went from the forge and left him there’. Long was 
apparently eating his breakfast in the loft above the boiler when it 
exploded 
 
This suggests that Long had to be within the vicinity when he was making his breakfast 
in the forge. The men turned off the engines and left for breakfast just after 8am, Long 
had made breakfast and had returned to the mill to eat it in the loft above the boiler when 
it exploded at approximately 8.30am. The panoramic photograph (Figure 14) shows a 
building to one side of the sawmill which may well have been the blacksmith’s forge. 
The reconstruction of the mill by Hibbard and Crosby (Figure 13) suggests the 
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blacksmith is further north than the building depicted in the photograph. There is a small 
structure in this approximate area that can be seen in the photograph. 
 
Site Services 
A store, bank and post office were also features of the Mill Point site and the historical 
records suggest that the store and bank were located on the southern side of the point 
close to the sawmill ( Figure 15). These buildings can be seen in the panoramic 
photograph. 
 
There is no historical record for the presence of quarters for married men without families 
at the Mill Point site or for a boarding house used for meals. 
 
Intermediate Zone 
According to the predictive model developed for this thesis the intermediate zone at the 
Mill Point sawmill should feature the manager’s house and possibly single quarters, 
quarters for married men without families on site and boarding houses used for meals. As 
there is no record of quarters for married men or a boarding house at the site, only the 
manager’s house and single quarters can be expected to be found in the intermediate 
zone. 
 
Manager’s House 
There is also significant conflict in the resources available regarding the position of the 
manager’s house, owing to a lack of clarity about whether the residence belonged to a 
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manager assigned with the running of the mill or the proprietor, A.F Luya, who is known 
to have been living on site in 1877.   Mr Hempsall’s map (Figure 15) places the 
manager’s house inland of the sawmill. The panoramic photograph confirms that there 
are buildings in the area where Mr Hempsall places the manager’s house (Figure 14). The 
predictive model suggests this is an ideal location for the manager’s house because it lies 
in the intermediate zone between industry and domesticity. Being located in this position 
would have enforced a distinction between the manager and the regular families that 
lived on site. The location would have also meant the manager could monitor activities at 
the sawmill from his house if he was not on site. The photograph also depicts a large 
house in the background which appears to be set apart from the other smaller worker’s 
cottages (Figure 14). Given the apparent size of this structure it would not be 
unreasonable to suggest that this was the proprietor’s house. This location would enhance 
the zoning element of the predictive model further as it is clear that the owner’s house is 
much grander and set well away from the houses of employees. 
 
Single Quarters 
The location of the single quarters is likely to have been somewhere in between the 
sawmill and the worker’s cottages. It is unknown exactly what form of building the single 
quarters were. The main possibilities are humpies or a larger building similar to a 
boarding house which may have featured a communal kitchen. The approximate position 
of the single quarters is marked on Mr Hempsall’s map (Figure 15) and there is a large 
building in this approximate locality in the panoramic photograph which may well be the 
single quarters (Figure 15). This is supported by the predictive model which suggests that 
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the single quarters are likely to be located closer to the sawmill in either the industrial or 
intermediate area of the site rather than amongst the worker’s cottages in the domestic 
area of the site.  
 
Domestic Zone 
The model developed in this thesis to address spatial organisation at nineteenth and early 
twentieth century sawmills predicts that worker’s cottages or family homes and family 
orientated places such as a school can be expected to be found within the domestic zone 
at Mill Point. 
 
Worker’s Cottages 
The map drawn by Mr Hempsall (Figure 15) positions the worker’s cottages next to the 
sawmill running along and parallel to the northern shoreline of the point, however, it is 
clear in the panoramic photograph (Figure 14) that the worker’s cottages are positioned 
along a small ridge which runs from approximately the centre of the site towards the lake 
to the north. Although allowances have to be made for distortion that may have occurred 
in the restoration of the panoramic photograph, the ridge that the workers cottages were 
built on is a robust diagnostic landscape feature for the location of the cottages. The 
position of the worker’s cottages fits the model in that they are positioned a reasonable 
distance from the sawmill in an area of more domestic orientation. 
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School 
The school appears to have been located south of the point. Mr Hempsall’s map shows 
the school a distance from the sawmill past the headland south of Mill Point (Figure 15). 
This location is supported by the predictive model for although the school is also not 
located near the worker’s cottages in the domestic area of the site as like other sawmills 
of the area, the school is still located in the outer zone of the site and is not associated 
with the industrial area. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Map of Mill Point based on the results of Hibbard and Crosby’s (1991:41) 
archaeological survey. 
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Figure 13: Reconstruction of the sawmill area based on the results of Hibbard and 
Crosby’s (1991:45) archaeological survey. 
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Figure 14: Panoramic photograph of Mill Point (Photograph: Royal Women’s Historical Society) 
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Figure 15: Mr Hempsall’s map (Hibbard and Crosby 199: 42) 
 
 
Impact of the Spatial Relationships at Mill Point with Social Structure 
As outlined in Chapter Two the research conducted by Davies (2001) on Henry’s No.1 
Mill in southwest Victoria is the only study of Australian historic sawmills which 
addresses notion of the interaction between spatial and social spheres. Davies (2001:91) 
argues that “the physical spaces and cultural places of the No.1 Mill provided 
opportunities for industry, movement, shelter and human interaction.” As there are 
significant similarities between the spatial organisation of Henry’s No.1 Mill and Mill 
Point (as highlighted by the predictive model) it is likely that the same observations made 
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by Davies (2001) in relation to spatial and social correlations are also applicable to Mill 
Point. The main observations made by Davies (2001) relevant to Mill Point are outlined 
below. 
 
Separation of Workers Cottages and Single Quarters 
The separation of family homes from the quarters designated to single men would have 
‘created and reinforced social distinctions’ (Davies 2001: 102). Davies (2001) notes this 
division was also evident at sawmills of a later date (which were not included in this 
study). This division is likely to have lead to limited interaction between married women 
and unmarried men at Henry’s No.1 Mill (Davies 2001: 103). Although the physical 
distance between the worker’s cottages and single men’s quarters is predicted to have 
been less extreme at Mill Point, there may have been some degree of limited interaction 
between married women and single men at Mill Point. 
 
Distinction between Proprietor/Manager and Employees 
Although the Proprietor’s house at Henry’s No.1 Mill was constructed in a similar way to 
the workers cottages at the site a division can be seen in its positioning in the landscape 
of the mill, “its location at the highest point of the site, isolated from all the other huts 
and houses, provided enough physical difference to separate employer from employee” 
(Davies 2001:104).  The suggested position of the proprietors house at Mill Point, 
although not set on high ground (the site is almost entirely flat) is set apart from the 
accommodation provided for employees. The panoramic photograph depicts a house in 
this approximate position which is much grander in scale than the workers cottages 
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present at Mill Point, creating a further distinction between employee and employer not 
seen at the Henry’s No.1 Mill. 
 
Assessing the Success of Predictive Modelling at Mill Point 
Although at this preliminary stage in the research being conducted at Mill Point there is 
little data to provide exact location for many of the features that are known to have been 
present at the site, there is sufficient information to determine that Mill Point does fit the 
predictive model. The spatial relationships outlined above highlight that Mill Point, like 
other nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills, comprised three main areas or 
zones. The industrial zone centred around the sawmill and also featured the blacksmith, 
the store and the bank. The intermediate zone features the possible location of the 
manager’s house and the single quarters as seen in Clarke and Kidd’s Sawmill (see 
Chapter Four). The domestic zone is the outermost zone at the site in terms of its distance 
from the sawmill. This area features the worker’s cottages were families associated with 
the site lived and the school, which although is not positioned amongst the workers 
cottages like in other sawmills (Clarke and Kidd’s and Henry’s No.1), is located a 
significant distance from the mill, probably on the headland south of Mill Point, well 
away from the industrial and intermediate zones of the site. 
 
 
 
The application of the predictive model developed in this thesis to the Mill Point case 
study has contributed significantly to developing a greater understanding of the Mill 
Point site.  Applying the predictive model to the available sources for Mill Point has 
assisted in resolving discrepancies in the sources and contributes to determining the 
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likelihood of finding particular site elements in the future such as the school which is yet 
to be located. 
 
Predictive Modelling and Australian Historical Archaeology 
Predictive modelling is rarely used in Australian historical archaeology despite its 
potential to reveal important information about a range of historical sites. The successful 
development of a predictive model in this thesis contributes to attributing value to the 
predictive modelling tool to Australian historical archaeology. Predictive modelling has 
in many ways developed into a complex process owing to its association with settlement 
archaeology, geographic information systems and computing technology, however, the 
methodology at the core of this process is relies on the same basic steps of all forms of 
archaeological or scientific enquiry (Table 8).   
 
Table 8: Comparison of the methods of predictive modelling versus standard 
archaeological enquiry. 
 
Methods of Predictive Modelling Methods of Standard Archaeological 
Enquiry 
Aims of research Aims of research / hypothesis development 
Review of existing data 
• Data collection 
• Development of variables 
• Data synthesis and evaluation 
Archaeological research 
• Review of existing data 
• Excavation and survey 
• Data synthesis and evaluation 
Model development Development of theories and ideas 
Model testing 
• Application of the model to case 
studies 
Testing of theories and ideas through 
continued research, further excavation and 
survey, expansion of research area 
Model refinement 
• Refinement of model to address any 
issues arising from application to 
the case study 
Re-assessment and development of ideas 
and theories in light of further research 
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Comparison is one of the most widely used methods of archaeology and in essence is a 
way to develop predictions about people, places and practices within the realm of 
archaeology. This is essentially the most important process of predictive modelling and is 
relied on heavily in reviewing existing data and development of the model. 
 
Directions for Future Research 
The analysis undertaken for this thesis has highlighted a number of future research 
possibilities. As outlined above the third stage of predictive modelling requires that the 
model be tested and redeveloped accordingly. The model has already been applied to one 
case study, however, applying the model further, to other case studies like Mill Point will 
develop the model and make it stronger. There are also real possibilities for applying the 
model outside the scope of nineteenth and early twentieth century sawmills. The model 
could be applied to sawmills which were established after 1910 to assess the continuance 
of patterns in spatial organisation from the earlier sawmills through to later sawmills. 
There is also scope to apply this predictive model to nineteenth and twentieth century 
enterprises other than sawmills to asses the correlations of spatial relationships across 
industries at this time Australia’s early colonial years. 
 
Summary 
This thesis has emphasised the importance of recognising the integral relationships 
between spatial and social parameters in understanding how humans use space. An 
analysis of the spatial relationships within and between nineteenth and early twentieth 
century sawmill sites using predictive modelling has fostered an understanding of the 
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interaction between the spatial and social spheres at these sites. The predictive model 
developed in this thesis is highly adaptable and provides a methodology for investigating 
these relationships further, whether within sawmills of the same or different era or in 
other equally lucrative early colonial industries in Australia.  
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Appendix A – Data Recording Sheet 
 
 
SAWMILL SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
 
Sawmill name: ……………………………………………………………………….. 
Date: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Number workers/population: …………………………………………………………. 
Location: ………………………………………………………………………………. 
Forest type: ……………………………………………………………………………. 
Geographical features: ……………………………………………………………….. 
Water supply: ………………………………………………………………………… 
Distance and relationship to mill: ……………………………………………………... 
Nearest town: …………………………………………………………………………. 
Nearest road: …………………………………………………………………………….. 
Nearest railway: ………………………………………………………………………. 
Tramway on site: ……………………………………………………………………... 
Store: …………………………………………………………………………………... 
Blacksmith: …………………………………………………………………………….. 
School: …………………………………………………………………………………. 
Accommodation on site: ……………………………………………………………….. 
Workers cottages □ Single Quarters□ Managers House □Unspecified □ 
Boarding House □ Married Men’s Quarters □ 
 
Spatial Relationships: 
Sawmill → Workers cottages: …………………………………………………………. 
Sawmill → Single quarters: …………………………………………………………… 
Sawmill → Managers house: …………………………………………………………. 
Sawmill → Boarding house: …………………………………………………………. 
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Sawmill → Married men’s quarters: …………………………………………………. 
Sawmill → Unspecified: ……………………………………………………………… 
Sawmill → School: …………………………………………………………………… 
Sawmill → Blacksmith: ……………………………………………………………… 
Sawmill → Store: ……………………………………………………………………… 
Workers cottages → Single quarters: ………………………………………………… 
Workers cottages → Managers house: ………………………………………………… 
Workers cottages → Boarding house: ………………………………………………… 
Workers cottages → Married men’s quarters: ……………………………………….. 
Workers cottages → Unspecified: …………………………………………………… 
Workers cottages → School: ………………………………………………………… 
Workers cottages → Blacksmith: ……………………………………………………… 
Workers cottages → Store: …………………………………………………………… 
Single quarters → Managers house: ………………………………………………… 
Single quarters → Boarding house: …………………………………………………… 
Single quarters → Married men’s quarters: ………………………………………… 
Single quarters → Unspecified: ……………………………………………………… 
Single quarters → School: …………………………………………………………… 
Single quarters → Blacksmith: ………………………………………………………… 
Single quarters → Store: ……………………………………………………………… 
Managers house → Boarding house: ………………………………………………… 
Managers house → Married men’s quarters: ………………………………………… 
Managers house → Unspecified: ……………………………………………………… 
Managers house → School: …………………………………………………………… 
Managers house → Blacksmith: ……………………………………………………… 
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Managers house → Store: …………………………………………………………… 
School → Boarding house: …………………………………………………………… 
School → Married men’s quarters: ………………………………………………… 
School → Unspecified: ……………………………………………………………… 
School → Blacksmith: ………………………………………………………………… 
School → Store: ……………………………………………………………………… 
Blacksmith → Boarding house:……………………………………………………… 
Blacksmith → Married men’s quarters: ……………………………………………… 
Blacksmith → Unspecified: …………………………………………………………… 
Blacksmith → Store: ………………………………………………………………….. 
Store → Boarding house: ……………………………………………………………... 
Store → Married men’s quarters: ……………………………………………………. 
Store → Unspecified: ………………………………………………………………… 
Boarding house → Married men’s quarters: ………………………………………… 
Boarding house → Unspecified: ……………………………………………………… 
Married men’s quarters → Unspecified: ……………………………………………… 
 
Number of boilers: …………………………………………………………………… 
Location of boilers: …………………………………………………………………… 
Engine & location: …………………………………………………………………… 
Benches & location: …………………………………………………………………. 
Saw & location: ……………………………………………………………………… 
Sawdust heaps & location: …………………………………………………………… 
Size of sawdust heaps: ……………………………………………………………….. 
Pits present & Location: …………………………………………………………….. 
Appendix B Sawmill Analysis Results Summary
Forest Geographical 
Type Features
Hallet 1898-c1902 Omeo, Vic State Forest West of Creek on a small rise Unknown Unknown Unknown
Messmate Powelltown Powelltown Road
Gum 2.5km East 20 m East 
Mountain Ash
Witnish A 1890-1893 Greendale, Vic State Forest East Branch of Dale Creek Greendale 2.5km Mt Grey Track Unknown
Messmate
Gum
Mountain Ash
Hayden 1887-1897 Blackwood, Vic State Forest In headwaters of creek Trentham Unknown Unknown
Lake Tyers 1890 - East Gippsland, Vic Box & Stringy bark Toorloo arm of Lake Tyers Unknown Bridge Road Unknown
Witnish B 1877- Bunding, Vic State Forest Elevated on side of river Blakeville Blakeville-Bunding Rd Unknown
Kozminsky 1876-1880 Mt Buangor Vic State Forest On plateau of Mt Buangor Ararat Unknown Ararat
Messmate
Gum
Cameron 1877-1889 N.W of Nagambie, Vic State Forest On lake Unknown Unknown Unknown
Christian 1860's East Trentham, Vic State Forest On west bank of creek East Trentham Gibbs Access Road Fern Hill
McGhie 1853-1895 Blackwood, Vic State Forest In headwaters of creek Blakeville Blackwood ridge rd Unknown
Philipson 1871-1881 Glenpatrick, Vic. State Forest In headwaters of creek Pumpkin Point Philipson Track Unknown
Messmate
Gum
Grave & Fraser 1864- Barkstead, Vic. unknown Built on tall ledge near lagoon Barkstead 1.5km Unknown Unknown
Christian / Morton / Messmate
Anderson Gum
Peter Ah Sen 1880- Splitters Range, Vic. State Forest Nothing significant Omeo Splitters Range track Unknown
Easter Monday 1883-1888 Castlemaine, Vic unknown Nothing significant Blackwood 500m 500m 9km
Comet 1884-1899 Mt Dissappointment, Vic. State Forest On Comet creek Wandong 18km Comet link road Unknown
Clarke & Kidd 1907- Rubicon River Valley, Vic Mountain Ash Bounded by Rubicon river Unknown Tom Burns Rd Unknown
Manna Gum
Blue Gum
Blackwood
Grey Gum
Mountain Ash
Messmate
Stringy Bark
Otways Forest S.W Vic1904-1928Henry's No. 1 South bank of West Barwon River
4km
Forrest 10km Unknown
4km
Forrest 10km
1880-1942 Castlemaine, Vic On level ground near river 8km
5km Unknown
Blakeville 1864-1900 Blakeville, Vic. Nothing significant Unknown Unknown 11km
Location Nearest Town
Wheeler 1878-1898 Castlemaine, Vic On steep slope on bank of river 5km
17km
Nearest Road Nearest Railway
GENERAL INFORMATION
Worley 1900- Healsville, Vic South of Little Yarra River 7 km
Sawmill Name Circa
10km 17kmRegular Camp 1890-1933 Yea, Vic On slope near creek
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Appendix B Sawmill Analysis Results Summary
Tramway
Y / N Workers Cottage Single Quarters Boarding House Manager's House Unspecified Married Men's Quarters
Hallett No No No No No No No No Settlement Site No
Worley No No No No No No No No No No
Witnish A No No No No No No No No No No
Regular Camp No No No No No No No No No No
Hayden Yes No No No No No No No Dwellings No
Lake Tyers Yes No No No No No No No No No
Witnish B No No No No No No No No No No
Kozminsky No No No No No No No No No No
Wheeler Yes No No No No No No No No No
Cameron No No No No No No No No Dwelling No
Christian Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
McGhie No No No No No No No No No No
Philipson No No No No No No No No No No
Blakeville No No No No No No No Yes 6 + misc. dwellings No
Grave & Fraser No No No No No No No No possible dwelling No
Christian / Morton No
Anderson No
Peter Ah Sen No No No No No No No No Dwellings No
Easter Monday No No No No No No No No No No
Comet Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No
Clarke & Kidd Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No
Henry's No.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes- meals only Yes No Yes
NoNo No YesNo No NoYes No
School
Type of Acommodation Present
SAWMILL FEATURES
Sawmill Name Store Blacksmith
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Appendix B Sawmill Analysis Results Summary
Worker's Cottages Single Quarters Boarding House Manager's House Married Men's Quarters
Hallett Sawmill N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Worley  Sawmill N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Witnish Sawmill N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Regular Camp N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Hayden N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Lake Tyers N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Witnish B N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Kozminsky N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Wheeler N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Cameron N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Christian N.E: 65- 100m N/A N/A N/A N/A
McGhie N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Philipson N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Blakeville N/A N/A N/A 55m S.E of mill N/A
Grave & Fraser N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Christian / Morton 
Anderson
Easter Monday N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Comet 115° E.S.E: 105-110m N/A N/A 87° E: 70m N/A
A: 32° NNE: 70-80m
B: 50° NE: 65-70m
C:62° ENE: 75-80m
D: 88° E: 70-75m
E: 101° E: 65-70m
F: 114° ESE: 65-70m
G: 133° SE: 74-80m
A: 314° NW: 125m
B: 305° NW: 160-165m
E: 314° NW: 125-130m
Sawmill
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FEATURES
N/A
N/A
Sawmill to:
N/A
N/A
N/A
Henry's No.1 270° W: 5-10m 344° NNW: 5m 186° S: 60-65m
N/A 103° ESE: 40m 54° NE: 35-40m
N/A
N/A N/A 40m S.W of mill
Clarke & Kidd
Peter Ah Sen N/A N/A
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Appendix B Sawmill Analysis Results Summary
Unspecified Accomodation School Blacksmith Store
Hallett Dwellings 75m S of Sawmill N/A N/A N/A
Worley N/A N/A N/A N/A
Witnish N/A N/A N/A N/A
Regular Camp N/A N/A N/A N/A
Hayden Dwellings begin at 50m S of mill N/A N/A N/A
Lake Tyers N/A N/A N/A N/A
Witnish B N/A N/A N/A N/A
Kozminsky N/A N/A N/A N/A
Wheeler N/A N/A N/A N/A
Cameron Dwelling 75-80 m N of mill N/A N/A N/A
Christian N/A unknown N.E of mill 30-40m N/A
Mc Ghie N/A N/A N/A N/A
Philipson N/A N/A N/A N/A
Blakeville 30m + from mill N/A N/A N/A
Grave & Fraser N/A N/A N/A N/A
Christian / Morton
Anderson
Dwelling One: 60m S.W of mill
Dwelling Two: 35. S.W of mill
Dwelling Three: 60m N.E of mill
Easter Monday N/A N/A N/A N/A
Comet N/A unknown 190° S: 17-18m N/A
Sawmill
Henry's No 1
Sawmill to: (Cont.)
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FEATURES CONTINUED
Peter Ah Sen
Clarke & Kidd's
N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A 312° NW : 140-145m unknown unknown
N/A
N/A N/A N/A
86° E: 85-90m unknown N/A
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Appendix B Sawmill Analysis Results Summary
Single Quarters Boarding House Manager's House School Blacksmith Store 
Hallet N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Worley N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Witnish N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Regular Camp N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Hayden N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Lake Tyers N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Witnish B N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Kozminsky N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Wheeler N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Cameron N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Christian N/A N/A N/A unknown S.E of W.C 25m NA
McGie N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Philipson N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Blakeville N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Grave & Fraser N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Christian / Morton / 
Anderson
Peter Ah Sen N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Easter Monday N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
Comet N/A N/A 330°N.W: 55m unknown 270° W: 130m NA
180° S. of A: 75-80m 195° SSW of A: 30-35m
185° S. of B: 50-55m 225° SW of B: 10-15m
207° SSW of C: 55-60m 252° WSW of C: 35-40m
245° WSW of D: 25-30m 241° WSW of D: 40-45m
270° W of E: 20m 273° W of E: 45-50m
312° NW of F: 10-15m 310° NW of F: 55-60m
340° NNW of G: 40-45m 341° NNW of G: 95-100m
147° SSE of A: 125m 131° SE of A: 105-110m 154° SSE of A: 180-185m 292° WNW of A: 25m
145° SE of B: 160-165m 125° SE of B: 150m 144° SE of B: 225- 230m 90° E of B: 12-13m
142° SE of E: 125-130m 125°-130° SE of E: 125m 150° SSE of E: 190-195m 290° WNW of E: 10-12m
Henry's No 1
N/A
NA
unknown unknown
N/AClarke & Kidd N/A unknown
SAWMILL SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS CONTINUED
Worker's Cottages to:
Sawmill Name
N/A N/A N/A N/A NA
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Appendix B Sawmill Analysis Results Summary
Boarding House Manager's House School Blacksmith Store
Hallet N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Worley N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Witnish N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Regular Camp N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Hayden N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Lake Tyers N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Witnish B N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Kozminsky N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Wheeler N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Cameron N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Christian N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
McGie N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Philipson N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Blakeville N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Grave & Fraser N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Christian / Morton / 
Anderson
Peter Ah Sen N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Easter Monday N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Comet N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Clarke & Kidd N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Henry's No.1 25° NNE: 25m 167° SSE: 75m 318° NW 135-140m unknown unknown
N/A
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FEATURES CONTINUED
Sawmill Name
N/A N/A N/A
Single Quarters to:
N/A
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Appendix B Sawmill Analysis Results Summary
School to: Blacksmith to:
Managers House School Blacksmith Store School Blacksmith Store Blacksmith Store Store
Hallet N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Worley N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Witnish N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Regular Camp N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Hayden N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Lake Tyers N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Witnish B N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Kozminsky N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Wheeler N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Cameron N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Christian N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A unknown N/A N/A
McGhie N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Philipson N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Blakeville N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Grave & Fraser N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Christian/Morton
Anderson
Peter Ah Sen N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Easter Monday N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Comet N/A N/A N/A N/A unknown 240° W.S.W: 104m N/A unknown N/A N/A
Clarke & Kidd 345° NNW: 35-40m N/A unknown unknown N/A unknown unknown N/A N/A N/A
Henry's No.1 180° S: 85-90m 305° WNW: 125m unknown unknown 328° NNW: 200m unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
N/A N/A N/AN/A
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FEATURES CONTINUED
N/AN/A
Sawmill
N/A N/A N/AN/A
Boarding House to: Manager's House to:
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Appendix B Sawmill Analysis Results Summary
Boiler Engine Bench
Location Location Location
Hallett Unknown Unkown Unknown Unknown Trolley Bench Centre of mill
Worley One base present Unkown Foundations Unknown Unknown Unknown
Witnish One South end of mill building Foundations South end of Building Two saw benches Run north-south through mill building
Regular Camp One Unkown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
Rip Bench North face of mill building
Breaking down bench South face of mill building
Rip Bench South face of mill building
Circular saw bench South face of mill building
Witnish B One cornish North side of mill building Unknown Unknown Two saw benches Western face of building
Kozminsky One Unkown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
Wheeler One Unkown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
Cameron no remains - portable N/A portable no remains Rip Bench North face of mill area
Christian One North side of mill building Stationary Unknown Bench advanced rack Unknown
McGie Unknown Unkown Foundations East side of mill area Two saw benches Unknown
Philipson one Eastern side of mill 10nhp engine East side of mill Rip Bench North end of building
Blakeville Unknown Unkown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
Grave & Fraser One, externally fired South end of mill building Horizontal steam South end of Building Unknown Unknown
Christian / Morton
Anderson
Peter Ah Sen Unknown Unkown Unknown Unknown single bench Unknown
Easter Monday Unknown Unkown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
Comet Two multi-tubular Unkown Horizontal steam Unknown Hoffman travelling bench Unknown
Clarke & Kidd N/A N/A Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
Henry's No.1 More than one Unknown Four cylinder Unknown Several Unknown
Unknown Unknown Unknown
SAWMILL EQUIPMENT
Unknown
Benches
North side of Mill 
One Unkown Unknown
UnknownUnkownUnknown
Sawmill Name Number of boilers Engine
Hayden
Lake Tyers FoundationsNorth side of mill buildingOne
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Appendix B Sawmill Analysis Results Summary
Saw Sawdust Sawdust Heap Pit
Location Heaps Location Location
Hallett Unknown Unknown 10-15m Diam. East of Mill No N/A
Worley Foudations Unknown Unknown Unknown No N/A
Circular breaking down saw Trench leaves 
Rip Saw mill on west
Regular Camp Unknown Unknown 35m x 26m 40m from mill No N/A
Trench runs out of
mill on north
Vertical breaking down saw South face of mill building Trench runs out of
Circular saw South face of mill building mill on south
Circular breaking down saw Western face of mill building 7-10m & Trenches run out of
Circular rip saw Western face of mill building 5-7m mill on East
Trench runs out of 
mil on south
Wheeler Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown unknown
Cameron Vertical breaking down saw North face of mill area N/A N/A Blow down pit East of mill
Trench runs out o One east of mill
mill on east into creek One north of mill
Trenches run out of
mil on east
Trench runs out of
mill on east
Blakeville Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown unknown
Trench runs out of Three for 
mill on west burning waste
Christian/ Morton
Anderson
Peter Ah Sen Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown water wheel pit unknown
Easter Monday Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown unknown
Comet Twin breaking down saws Unknown 120 x 54m Immediately NW of mill Pipe pit West of M.H 13.5m
Clarke & Kidd Unknown Unknown 40-45 x 70-75m Immediately E of mill No N/A
Henry's No.1 Unknown Unknown Trench Ran out of mill under bench Unknown Unknown
East of mill
Unknown Unknown 50m diam 50-60m East of mill No N/A
Grave & Fraser Vertical breaking down saw North end of mill building 15-16m long
N/A
Philpson Vertical breaking down saw Western face of mill building 18m Pit for vertical saw western face
Two
McGie Two saws Unknown 2 x 5-10m No
35m  North face of mill buildingVertical breaking down sawChristian
Sawmill Name
Witnish Benches run north-south through mill 20m x 2m N/A
SAWMILL EQUIPMENT CONTINUED
20-25m longSouth face of mill buildingCircular breaking down saw
Saw Pits
No
Hayden No N/A
Lake Tyers 22m x 6m Belt and shaft treches unknown
Witnish B Pits for saws western face
75mNorth face of buildingVertical breaking down sawKozminsky Pit for saws north face
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Appendix C: Plans of Type C and D Sawmills 
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Figure C.1: Map of Peter Ah Sen Sawmill showing spatial zones (Evans 1998:53). 
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Figure C. 2: Map of Hayden Sawmill showing spatial zoning (Evans 1999:95) 
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Figure C. 3: Map of Graves and Fraser Sawmill showing spatial zones (Evans 1999:128) 
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Figure C. 4:  Map of Cameron Sawmill showing spatial zones (Evans, 1999:182). 
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Figure C. 5: Map of Hallet Sawmill showing spatial zones (Evans 1998:59). 
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Figure C. 6: Map of Clarke and Kidd Sawmill showing spatial zones (Evans 1993:50). 
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Figure C. 7:  Map of Comet Sawmill showing spatial zones (Evans 1993:43). 
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Figure C. 8: Map of Henry’s No.1 Mill showing Spatial zones (Davies 2002: 60). 
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Figure C. 9: Map of Christian Sawmill showing spatial zones (Evans 1999:101). 
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